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Kim Jong Un Inspects KPA Unit 1524  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un inspected Unit 1524 of the Korean 

People's Army (KPA). 

After receiving a salute, he went round the education room, barracks, wash-

cum-bath room, bean warehouse, greenhouse and other parts of the unit, guided 

by its commanding officers, to take warm care of the living of soldiers as their 

own parents would do. 

At the education room, he acquainted himself in detail with the education of 

soldiers of the unit and stressed the need to intensify the political and ideological 

education and the education of faith in conformity with the specific character of 

the duty of the unit defending the outpost line of the socialist country and thus 

reliably defend the post and carry on service with the steadfast class stand. 

He learned about the soybean farming by the unit at the bean warehouse and 

told officers to increase the per-hectare soybean yield by positively introducing 

successes and experience of advanced units. 

He also said it is necessary to pay deep attention to providing good bean 

processing equipment for the combat units in remote areas like the unit so that 

the servicepersons can eat various bean dishes. 

Going round the greenhouse, he stressed the need for the unit to plant and 

introduce around the barracks the high yielding crops and vegetables of good 

species cultivated by Farm 1116 of KPA Unit 810 so that it may benefit from 

them. 
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Being satisfied with the fact that the unit settled the cooking fuel issue with 

methane gas and has improved the servicepersons' diet with a good supply 

foundation, he repeatedly underscored the need to push forward with the work 

for laying living foundations so that the soldiers can devote themselves to the 

military service without any inconvenience. 

Expressing the expectation and belief that the servicepersons of the unit would 

creditably discharge their mission and role as frontline soldiers defending the 

gate to the socialist country with red arms of revolution in their hands, he had a 

photo session with them. 

Accompanying him were Hwang Pyong So, Han Kwang Sang and Jo Yong Won, 

senior officials of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea, and Kim 

Chang Son, department director of the State Affairs Commission. 

 

Kim Jong Un Visits Sindo County,North Phyongan Province  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un gave field guidance to Sindo 

County, North Phyongan Province. 

He inspected Field 14 of Reed Branch Farm 1 of the Sindo County Combined 

Reed Farm visited by President Kim Il Sung and leader Kim Jong Il. 

He said that if the production of chemical fiber based on reed is to be 

reenergized, it is necessary to spruce up Sindo County as befitting a large-scale 

reed production base, put the reed cultivation on a scientific and modern basis so 

as to increase the per-hectare yield of it and settle the reed transportation issue 

in order to supply enough fiber materials to factories. 

Noting that to turn the county into a reliable Juche-based chemical fiber 

materials base and increase the reed production is an important work for further 

strengthening the independence of the country's chemical industry, he said that 

he would positively help it and called for raising good reeds to keep its 

production going at the rate of the peak year and continuing to reap the rich 

harvest in the future. 
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He set forth detailed tasks and ways for bringing about a fresh turn in the reed 

cultivation. 

He said that he would send high-powered tractors and other vehicles to the 

county, and assigned the relevant sector to tasks to preferentially provide the 

county with fuel oil, tyres and accessories for vehicles, learn about the conditions 

of generating and pumping equipment and tugs and lighters and take steps to 

maintain them and work out to provide new ones and help it in a responsible 

manner. 

Then he toured the mechanized workteam of Reed Branch Farm 1. 

He called for using farm machines and implements with care and taking good 

care of them in a responsible way and repairing and maintaining them in time and 

making effective use of them by enhancing the responsibility and role of the 

users and thus positively mechanizing all the farming processes. 

After learning in detail about the conditions of Sindo County as a whole, the 

Supreme Leader advanced highly important tasks facing the county. 

Saying that it is important for the remote island to lay a reliable supply service 

foundation for it, he underlined the need to increase the grain production and 

reenergize the stockbreeding and fishing bases so as to turn the county into the 

one with mighty means of living that can produce and supply all things necessary 

for its economic life independently. 

Stressing the need to build up the county people's hospital on a modern basis 

like a big one in a city in order to cure patients by itself, he said that the hospital 

should be provided with complete sets of medical equipment to perform most 

operations. 

It is also needed to spruce up primary and middle schools in the county and 

remarkably improve the educational environment and conditions so that the 

inhabitants in the island can lead a highly civilized life like those in a city, he said, 

making sure that the powerful building force of the People's Army is mobilized to 

rebuild the people's hospital and schools in the county into model and standard 
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units in the public health and educational fields. And he on the spot took 

measures to provide the necessary materials. 

Working heart and soul to provide the inhabitants in the island county with more 

convenient and civilized living conditions, he promised to send buses and other 

vehicles in consideration of their traffic conditions. 

Accompanying him were Hwang Pyong So, Han Kwang Sang, Kim Song Nam, Jo 

Yong Won, senior officials of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of 

Korea, and Kim Chang Son, department director of the State Affairs Commission. 

 

 

Kim Jong Un Inspects Sinuiju Cosmetics Factory  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un together with his wife Ri Sol Ju 

gave field guidance to the Sinuiju Cosmetics Factory. 

He went round a room dedicated to education in the revolutionary history and a 

room dedicated to the history of the factory. 

Seeing with deep emotion the significant photos of President Kim Il Sung and 

leader Kim Jong Il on show at the room dedicated to the revolutionary history, he 

said that the factory traveled the path of its praiseworthy development under the 

wise leadership and particular care of Kim Il Sung who brought about the 

beginning of the cosmetics industry of the country and of Kim Jong Il who chose 

the site of the factory at the foot of a cozy mountain in the picturesque southern 

Sinuiju area with clean water and laid a firm foundation for the future 

development. 

Going round the soap, basic cosmetics and cosmetics workshops, the sample 

room, Pomhyanggi-trademarked cosmetics exhibition and other places of the 

factory for a long time, he learned in detail about the cosmetics production and 

the modernization of the factory. 
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He praised the factory for updating the production processes of cosmetics for 

washing and hair and other various cosmetics which have been put on an 

automated, germ-free and dust-free basis in a short span of time. 

He said it is amazing that the factory has created the capacity of the 

development and mass-production of scores of kinds of new goods including 

good quality cosmeticsfor hair and remedy. 

He said with great satisfaction that it has really done a lot of work without being 

known to others during the period, extraordinary is the long-standing unit 

associated with the leadership exploits as he has heard and he admires at the 

assiduous spirit and diligent working manner of the officials and workers of the 

factory. 

He noted that the factory should not rest content with what it has already 

achieved but continue to make a leap forward to attain a higher goal and that it 

should never praise itself as Pomhyanggi-trademarked cosmetics are very 

popular among the people and in great demand. He underlined the need for the 

factory to push forward with the research for improving the quality of the 

products and increasing varieties in conformity with the characteristics of the 

liking, age and constitution of the users while analyzing Unhasu-trademarked 

cosmetics and other cosmetics of the country in contradistinction to world-

famous cosmetics. 

Noting that the cosmetics container also plays an important role in enhancing 

the value of cosmetics, he gave instructions to produce containers of various 

shapes, sizes and colors so that their specific characters are seen well and they 

are suited to conveniences of the users, and to pack them in diversified forms so 

as to present cosmetics as gifts or souvenirs. 

He set forth detailed tasks and ways for producing cosmetics including the issue 

of developing and producing lots of cosmetics of various kinds. 

Looking round the sample room and the Pomhyanggi-trademarked cosmetics 

exhibition, he said with pleasure that they have been arranged in a peculiar way. 
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He instructed officials to build a fashionable shop for Pomhyanggi-trademarked 

cosmetics produced by the factory in Pyongyang City. 

He expressed the expectation and belief that the officials and employees of the 

factory would take the lead in developing the cosmetics industry and make a true 

contribution to improving the people's standard of living, bearing in mind the high 

consciousness that they serve the people, and had a photo session with them. 

Accompanying him were An Jong Su, Hwang Pyong So, Han Kwang Sang, Kim 

Song Nam, Jo Yong Won, O Il Jong and Hwang Yong Chol, senior officials of the 

Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea. 

 

 

Kim Jong Un Inspects Sinuiju Chemical Fibre Mill  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un gave field guidance to the Sinuiju 

Chemical Fibre Mill. 

He went round the room dedicated to education in the revolutionary history and 

learned about the production at the paper manufacturing workshop. 

Noting that one of those entangled in the education of the rising generation, a 

top-priority work for the Party, is the fact that the demand for paper has not 

been fully met, he stressed the need to upgrade the paper industry in reliance on 

the domestic resources and raw materials at any cost and thus sufficiently supply 

the paper necessary for the production of textbooks, reference books and 

notebooks for schoolers. 

Examining the paper produced on a trial basis with reed as raw material, he said 

that will serve the purpose, and stressing the need to further deepen the research 

for improving the quality and productivity of paper. 

He expressed satisfaction over the fact that the possibility of sufficient supply 

of raw materials was created with the increase of reed production on Pidan Island 
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and the mill's project for expanding the capacity of reed-based paper production 

is going at the last stage to open the prospect for settling the paper problem. 

While acquainting himself with the upgrade of the factory, he pointed out 

deviations and gave instructions for developing the mill. 

He seriously reproved officials for failing to take pains to finish as early as 

possible the upgrading of the paper manufacturing process prioritized and looked 

for by the Party and to fulfill their responsibility and role. 

He instructed the officials to urgently finish the paper production process 

upgrading, concentrate efforts on sprucing up the production buildings and 

accelerate the dredging project of wharf for reed discharge. 

He set forth the tasks and ways for successfully upgrading the mill as befitting 

a unit associated with the leadership exploits of President Kim Il Sung and leader 

Kim Jong Il and massively producing paper with reed as basic raw material. 

Accompanying him were An Jong Su, Hwang Pyong So, Han Kwang Sang, Kim 

Song Nam, Jo Yong Won, O Il Jong and Hwang Yong Chol, senior officials of the 

Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea. 

 

 

 


